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There is a great deal of care and diligence behind the decisions you make for
your business. There is a limited budget and money spent in one category reduces the
amount of money available to spend in another. There are sound financial reasons
behind the decision to join VOS™, and for a savvy business owner, it is due in part to
the “cost of doing nothing”.
How much does it cost your business if you choose to not upgrade your
software, computers or server? As your equipment ages it gets slower and more
expensive to maintain. As the frequency of problems increases, your productivity
decreases. Tangible and intangible costs add up quickly and the “cost of doing
nothing” can threaten your bottom line.
That’s why there is great interest in VOS™, even during a down economy.
There is no need to buy or upgrade a server and most of the time; you can extend the
usefulness of your existing computers because VOS™ can run programs so much
faster on that same equipment!
The typical VOS™ customer has Microsoft® Word 2007, Excel 2007,
PowerPoint 2007, accounting software package, and Microsoft® Outlook email including
daily offsite backup, email protection, free upgrades and more- all for a little over $2 per
day! And they are able to access their programs and data from virtually anywhere there
is Internet access!
VOS™ provides a long term strategy for the programs and data stores that are
critical to your business. What could you do with the money saved by not buying or
upgrading a server? Contact Sales today and schedule a demo to see VOS™ in
action!
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